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Racing Flow™ News

- THURSDAY's $5 Gets All Upgrades & Downgrades Report offered Flow players 23
upgrades over 16 races at 4 tracks. When the dust settled, a total of 6 'upgrades
only' daily double wagers, $12, netted $96 on two winning 1x1 combinations.
Overall, there were 6 winners. In the 8th at CD, our three upgrades ran second,
third, and fourth powering a robust dime superfecta for those that got inventive.
___
- Cetara ($40.20), one of just four upgrades over Belmont's nine
race Wednesday card, won a three horse whacker in the 9th as that event's lone
upgrade. Really ? You can't be serious, I mean, who else does this routinely ?
___
- Saturday's Report results were not as hoped, but considering the enormity of the
Friday ROI, a bounce of some degree was statistically likely. While there were a few
winners spread about, it was not a good day to have been overly aggressive, but
then again the 'day after' rarely is. However, Sunday's Report proved explosive in
its own right, quickly putting Saturday losses well in the rear view. The upgrades
from winning results for Sunday, June 10, 2018 are below.
BELMONT
5) 5 True Timber ($17.20)
3 Patternrecognition (2nd), Ex = $50.00
* There were three upgrades on the entire card, with a lone failure in the last.

SANTA ANITA
1) 1 Home Run Kitten ($9.60)
3 Jan's Reserve (2nd), Ex $46.80
4) 12 General Mach Four ($12.60) lone upgrade
8) 6 Draft Pick ($10.20) lone upgrade
9) 19 Dulce Ride ($17.40) lone upgrade
* Daily Double $101.00

* The results at Churchill, 1 win from 10, and AP 1 win from 4, were less fruitful,
but consistent wagering patterns combined with results like the above will prove
profitable.
__

The late P3 at Churchill on Friday proved to be wildly profitable for Flow players. All
the upgrades from races with winning results are below.
Race 7
7 Tizabreeze ($12.80)
Race 8
9 Trueamericanbeauty ($76.80)
3 She'sappealing (3rd)

Race 9
2 Valiant Lady ($5.40)
The Gimmicks:
* Race 7 - $2 DD $449.80
* Race 8 - $2 DD $124.40
* Race 7 - $1 P3 $624.10
Boom worthy, that

PBP
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Racing Flow™ News

- The Friday Belmont card featured just two upgrades, both of which were in the
7th race. One of the them, Secret Passage ($84.50), a 'Neutral or Better
Winner' last out for Flow players at 20-1, came from last to first with a long
sustained run to get up in the final strides.

-The Saturday Upgrades & Downgrades Report presented Flow players with 30
upgrades over 22 races at 4 tracks. When it was over, 5 winners returned ~$90 in
win mutual. The highlights, Don't Tell Marge ($28.60), the lone upgrade in CD's
5th and Vending Machine ($28.40), who took the last at SA as one of two.

Pretty neat, pretty neat
Pretty good, pretty good

PBP
6/3/2018
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* Sunday's Keeneland upgrades went 4 for 10 including a 1x1 double cash in the
fourth and a two horse exacta box hit in the ninth.
The next two days of the meet look solid with the Thursday card featuring two
bolds from a total of five upgrades over five races. The getaway card is less
appealing, with just four upgrades over three races.

* Belmont opens Friday with eight upgrades over five races, and a bold loner.

* HAWTHORNE upgrades are streaking, and at big prices. Wednesday's six over
four cashed Expect Elprada ($20.60) in the 2nd and Ptaha ($14.20) in the 4th.
On Thursday, loner Sun Brown ($53.40) stormed home from last to first to easily
carry our day.

* The 'upgrades only' late P4 at GULFSTREAM on Saturday cost players $8 on a
1x2x4x2 wager. It returned $394.00. Now that is a Boom !
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* Flow players enjoyed two large win pay-outs on Wednesday to start the week
with a bang. In the 5th at KEENELAND, it was lone upgrade American Greatness
($34.00), while Secret Passage ($42.20), his event's lone upgrade, took
Oaklawn's 10th.
PBP
4/12/2018
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* AQUEDUCT upgrade Wicked Macho recorded a 'vs Zip Win' in wiring the field
despite a Closer favoring CFR in Saturday's 9th. The water gets deeper now, but
the odds will likely rquire a win bet in each of the next two.
* SANTA ANITA winner Prince of Arabia stunned all but Flow players with
a 'Neutral or Better Win' in the Friday's 7th. Despite the expected drop off in
odds, he will likely remain win bet worthy.
* FAIR GROUND's last race of the week produced a Closer favoring CFR. Let's
downgrade the 'w/ Zip Winner' Whojoey and upgrade those runners that were on
or near the pace at the first two calls.
* In a strangely run renewal of the Louisiana Derby, Noble Indy became our first
upgrade to qualify for the Kentucky Derby by recording a 'vs Zip Win' in the Closer
favoring event. Move lone upgrade Lone Sailor back to 'neutral', while My Boy Jack
receives a downgrade.
* OAKLAWN upgrade Roberto Gato took full benefit of a Closer favoring CFR in
taking the 7th on Saturday. We'll reduce this 'w/ Zip Winner' to 'neutral' while
giving upgrades to the leader, pressers, and early movers.
* Saturday's Report produced Oaklawn winners After Hours
($45.00) and Minefield ($38.00), as well as Infuriated Gary ($28.20) at
Santa Anita. Each was one of two in their respective races.
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* The late Daily Double on Friday at Santa Anita presented a 1x2 'upgrades
only' wager. That $4 investment returned $218.00 when Studly Perfection
($3.20) closed out the gimmick started by lone upgrade Prince of Arabia
($73.00) in the 7th.
* Lone upgrade Memphisinmay ($23.80) stopped a three day scuffle in taking
Oaklawn's 5th on Friday.
* Saturday Recap
- AQUEDUCT had just two singles, one of which was Wicked Macho ($13.00) in
the 9th.
- FAIR GROUNDS players cashed Sully's Dream ($21.80) as one of two in the
5th. Place finishers Hollywood Handsome ($7.40p) and Lone Sailor ($7.80) keyed a
pair of useful exactas. In the finale, lone upgrade War Dude (3rd, 42-1) may have
been second best if not for bouncing off the rail near the 1/16th. Unfortunate, that.
- OAKLAWN grades started with loner Orbelina ($29.20) in the opener. In the
7th, Roberto Gato ($16.20) stormed home as one of two.

* A slight Sunday report was highlighted by winning loners Aikenetta ($7.40),
and Telling You Twice ($11.60), while a pair of 22-1 runner-ups produced place
prices of $9.60 and $14.00.

* Bold scuffled this week, netting a four-unit loss.

PBP
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* Three worth monitoring out of GULFSTREAM's 11th on Saturday, a Closer
favoring CFR 93 event: Promete, Where's the Cat, and Cotton Colors.

* FAIR GROUNDS turf routes this week produced just one wire to wire winner from
eight chances following a two month stretch at 28%. The lone success came from
High Moon with help from a Speed favoring CFR. We'll give credit to all those that
chased from a length or more behind at the first call.

* OAKLAWN players have good reason to follow failed leaders, pressers, and early
movers positioned in front of the eventual race winners from races two, three, four,
seven, and nine on Sunday. The fifth was no picnic either while falling outside the
cut.

PBP
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* Thursday's 1x3 upgrades only late daily double at Santa Anita produced
the $180.40 gimmick as well as the $63.60 exacta in the eighth. Trapalanda
($17.80) was upgraded, rather brilliantly I might add, for a 'vs Zip' win despite
being just off the pace in its last.

* Bold upgrades were 1 for 3 on Saturday, with Accelerate ($7.00) closing out
a $59.40 Daily Double that began with lone upgrade winner Rocky's Show
($14.80) in the 9th.

* King Bandit ($18.00), one of two Sunday bolds, powered
the $76.00 upgrades only exacta in Saturday's 6th at the Fair Grounds.
_____

* Princess Kendra ($36.20), a failed bold last out in a neutral CFR event and
thus a 'Bold minus One' qualifier, took Santa Anita's 6th on Sunday as that
event's lone upgrade.

PBP
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* Racing Flow™ Bold Upgrades went 4 for 10 over the weekend, with one robust
runner-up.
Double Touch ($25.00)
Brave John ($3.80)
Crafty Jack, 2nd ($15.80p)
Economic Model ($12.20)
Roses in the South ($25.00)
Ladrona ($9.60)

* The Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Upgrades & Downgrade Reports are all posted
below for review. Remember, since we put figures on races and not horses, there
is plenty of useful information to be found.
* Big E simply ran them off their feet in the FAIR GROUNDS 6th on
Thursday. This 'vs Zip Winner' bears watching over next two months plus, or two
races.
* OAKLAWN's sloppy, sealed track on Friday produced race Flows and results
indicating a severely Speed Biased surface.
* It does not take a rocket surgeon to realize that turf races run with an opening
half mile of :50 and a second half mile in :46 might be exceptionally difficult on all
those that chased the wire to wire winner. Gulfstream's 4th on Saturday was one
such race.

* Of the five bold upgrades listed above, only the last three will retain their lofty
status when next seen.
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* Lone upgrade Fault ($26.20) started a 1x2 Daily Double in Saturday's 7th at
Santa Anita. Horse Greedy ($82.00) finished it. The two-race exotic
returned $1,390.00.

* The Risen Star produced a 'neutral' CFR 51. There was No Bias on the day.

* Tonedaddy ($22.60) took Gulfstream's 8th on Thursday as that event's lone
upgrade. Today's hero had little chance chasing an Xtreme for Speed in his last
on the turf.

* Fair Grounds Flow on Thursday has produced Havinfunyet ($10.40), Big E
($9.80), and Song of Spring ($19.60). The 2x2 DD returned $155.40.

-PBP
2/22/2018
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* Demands Attention ($20.40) took Fair Grounds 3rd on Fat Tuesday as one of
two upgrades.

* Visually impressive San Vincente winner Kanthaka was aided by a strong
Closers CFR. His price will plummet while stretching out in distance. The victory did
bring to mind Hear the Ghost's 2013 win in the Closer favoring San Pedro. That one
promptly won the 8.5f San Felipe.

* 2017 Bold upgrades produced a Win ROI of ~$2.05

* Conquest Windycity, a long time personal favorite, needed every bit of
the Xtreme Race for Speed to hold of 'Biscuits' at Gulfstream on Friday.

* Fascillitator took Oaklawn's 7th on Sunday with help from a Closer favoring
CFR that was one-part surface and three parts Flow.

* Lone upgrade Fault ($26.20) started a 1x2 Daily Double in Saturday's 7th at
SANTA ANITA. Horse Greedy ($82.00) finished it. The two-race exotic
returned $1,390.00.

-PBP
2/18/2018
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* Gulfstream's three upgrades on Wednesday tabbed a $36.40 Daily Double in
Race 6 on a pair of singles.

* Fair Grounds' Sunday Report netted a $32.00 'upgrades only' two horse exacta
box featuring a bold runner-up.

* Oaklawn flow opened the Sunday card with lone upgrade Surprise Prize
($25.60)

* Friday's two horse upgrades only exacta in OP's 7th netted $54.80.

* Saturday's card at Gulfstream produced upgrade winners
-

Changing Leads ($11.00) as a lone upgrade
Variant Perception ($8.60) as one of two in the 7th
Machismo ($18.00) as one of two in the 8th
The $76.80 Daily Double on the 2x2 wager was reasonable

* Saturday flow at Santa Anita produced bold upgrade winner Accelerate
($9.40) in the 8th as well as the $96.00 exacta using three upgrades for second.

* Oaklawn players cashed Wilbo ($10.00) as the lone upgrade.

* The Holy Bull came back a 'neutral' CFR.

* The Santa Anita main track played friendly to speed all week, but by no means
enough to carry race results without help of a Speed favoring Flow.

* The Withers was run over a surface that was importantly Speed
Biased. However, the Closer favoring race Flow more than offset, resulting in
a CFR that was kind to off the pace types but outside our limits for Grading.

* As for Storm Runner's victory over Mississippi, the race was 'neutral'. The
runner-up is certainly talented but despite finishing well, his failure to keep pace
with the third quarter move by the winner, along with stamina questions on the
dam's side, limit optimism.
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* Everyday Ice ($107.60) became our first $100 winner of 2018 when taking the
opener at Gulfstream on Sunday as the event's lone Racing Flow™ upgrade.
* Six weeks ago we recorded our largest win mutual ever with This Is the Way
($297.70). The race had two upgrades.
* Free Flow from the 2017 Oaklawn meet are available at the bottom of the home
page.
* In 2017, bold upgrades produced a win bet ROI of ~$2.05

* Camilla Princess ($23.80), one of two for us in Gulfstream's 6th last
Thursday, was our first bold upgrade of the New Year.

Get Flow

-PBP
1/12/2018

